Flow chart on the Dublin IV procedure in the European Parliament report

**Registration**
Member State of entry

- Dublin interview (Article 7) / security interview (Article 3a)
- Security risk
- Member State responsible

1st Criterion: Articles 10-13, 18
Family members legally residing in a Member State or asylum seekers. For minors, family members or relatives.

- Prima facie met (Article 24a)
- Transfer
- Met
- Member State responsible
- Not met
- Random allocation

Special procedural guarantees (Article 9)

- Only issues irrelevant to protection and clearly unconvincing claim
- Member State responsible

2nd Criterion: Article 14
Residence documents / visas

3rd Criterion: Article 14a
Academic or professional qualifications

- Prima facie met (Article 24b)
- Transfer
- Met
- Member State responsible
- Not met
- Random allocation

Allocation: Articles 15, 36
5 days to select among shortlist of 4 Member States with lowest number of applicants. If not, country with lowest number of applicants.

Transfer